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ABSTRACT

A rule-based automati text ategorizer was tested to see if two types of thesaurus expansion, alled query
expansion and Junker expansion respe tively, would improve ategorization. Thesauri used were domainspe i to an OCR test olle tion fo ussed on a single topi . Results show that neither type of expansion
signi antly improved ategorization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The explosive growth in the number of texts has led to the reation of many programs to automati ally
lassify do uments.1 There are two main approa hes to su h automati text ategorization: the statisti al
and the symboli . Statisti al ategorizers apply on epts su h as probability, regression, and support ve tor
ma hines to the problem.1{3 Symboli ategorizers, with their roots in Arti ial Intelligen e, hope to mimi
the ways of human intelligen e to solve the problem. There are two main types of symboli ategorizers,
de ision-tree and rule-based. The latter is the subje t of this paper.
Several types of rule-based ategorizers have been developed and evaluated.4{8 In parti ular Wenzel
and Ho h have applied the rule-based ategorizer INFOCLAS to OCR text,9 and Junker has studied the
e e tiveness of using thesaurus information to aid a rule-based system.2 No one, so far as we know, has yet
taken up our question: will a domain-spe i thesaurus improve a rule-based ategorizer on OCR text?
We onsider two approa hes to using a thesaurus to augment a rule-based ategorizer. One uses the
ta ti of query expansion from information retrieval to expand texts with thesaurus terms.10, 11 The se ond,
following Junker,2 attempts to use thesaurus terms as repla ements during the rule-building pro ess. The
hope was that by introdu ing terms from a thesaurus developed spe i ally for the do ument olle tion
to be ategorized, rule learning might be aided by tapping that \knowledge base". Unfortunately, neither
approa h, we dis overed, improved ategorization signi antly. We on lude that the use of a domain-spe i
thesaurus will not signi antly improve the performan e of a rule-based text ategorizer on OCR text.
2. RULE-BASED AUTOMATIC TEXT CATEGORIZATION

The aim of automati text ategorization is to approximate the total fun tion f : D  C ! f0; 1g, where D
is a set of do uments fd1 : : : dn g and C is a set of predetermined ategories f 1 : : : mg.1 Thus, a ategorizer
tries to emulate the unknown \perfe t" mapping of ea h do ument in a olle tion and ea h predetermined
ategory to the orre t de ision that a given do ument either belongs in a given ategory or not.
Rather than applying a series of omplex mathemati al formulas to emulate this mapping, a rule-based
ategorizer will generate a series of onditional or \if-then" rules whi h stipulate when a do ument should be
pla ed in a given ategory. The rule-based automati text ategorizer developed for this proje t onsists of
two parts. The rst is the well-known expert system shell alled CLIPS.12, 13 The se ond is a C++ program
whi h produ es a omplete CLIPS program whi h will attempt to ategorize do uments. This latter program
is alled a Clips-Knowledge A quisition eNgine for Text ategorization or C-KANT.
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C-KANT's Stru ture

An expert system has three basi omponents: (1) a set of fa ts, (2) a olle tion of rules, and (3) an
inferen e engine whi h an draw on lusions from the rst two. An expert system shell only provides the
inferen e engine. Fa ts and rules must be provided from outside, and these ould be reated by human
experts as in traditional expert systems. However, one of the primary diÆ ulties in reating an expert
system is determining and expressing the expertise of the human expert in a form whi h the shell an use.
It is extremely expensive to interview experts, and then to program and test the resulting system.
A program whi h an generate rules automati ally is alled a knowledge a quisition system or engine.12
In the ase of text ategorization, the usual approa h is to have human experts rst ategorize a relatively
small subset of the do uments in question. This subset of do uments onstitute the training set. Then the
system will use one of a number of ma hine learning te hniques to generate rules for predi ting in whi h
ategory new do uments should be pla ed. Figure 1 shows how the knowledge a quisition engine C-KANT
provides rules and fa ts for the CLIPS expert system.
3. RULE LEARNING IN C-KANT

The main ma hine learning te hnique used in C-KANT is Furnkranz' In remental Redu ed Error Pruning
(IREP)14 optimized using Cohen's RIPPER algorithm.5 Both are brie y outlined in this se tion.
IREP pro eeds in two stages. First, it attempts to grow a rule, and then it tries to prune that rule.
IREP begins growing rules by onstru ting a rule with an empty ante edent su h as
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This rule states that if any term is in a do ument dj , then that do ument will belong to ategory i. Ea h
unique term from a given set of do uments, listed in a di tionary for this purpose, is then added to the
ante edent in a \greedy" fashion. For example, suppose the di tionary ontains terms t1; t2; : : : ; tn . Then
for ea h term tk , IREP onstru ts a rule
tk

Ea h rule so onstru ted will over a ertain number of positive and negative examples. A rule
example i the example satis es the ante edent of the rule. Thus, if the rule
t1
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is under onsideration, it overs all the do uments, positive and negative, whi h ontain the term t1. A rule
with an empty ante edent is satis ed by any example.
To determine whi h andidate rule is \best," ea h new rule ri+1 is ompared to the rule determined at
the previous stage, ri, using the information gain formula15:
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is the number of positive examples whi h are overed by rule rm and Tm is the number of negative
examples overed.
When the term tk with the highest gain is found, the algorithm will attempt to enhan e the rule ontaining
tk alone by onsidering rules whi h use tk onjoined with other terms in the di tionary. So for ea h l 6= k,
IREP evaluates the gain of
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In this ase, both tk and tl must appear together in the same do ument for that do ument to ount as a
overed example. IREP will ontinue to add atoms of the form t 2 dj to the ante edent of the rule until
there is no more information gain from doing so or other stopping onditions are met, as we will see below.
After a rule with the maximum information gain is grown, IREP tests to see if a shorter and more eÆ ient
version of the rule is as good as the original, longer version. To do so, it attempts to prune the rule. Pruning
is ne essary to avoid the problem of over tting the training data.5, 14 Over tting o urs when rules train so
losely to the training data that they do not generalize well to new examples. Pruning is meant to redu e
the growth of rules so that their shorter versions might better over unseen examples.
In the pruning stage, the data set for a ategory, onsisting of positive and negative examples, is divided
into two sets: a data set for growing and a data set for pruning. Usually the ratio is two-thirds of the data
for a ategory is used for growing and one-third for pruning. This was the ratio used for C-KANT's tests.
IREP will take the rule learned in the growing stage and su essively remove atoms one by one to
determine if the removals degrade the rule. The measure of the \goodness" of a rule ri in this ase is
determined by the formula:
U + Ui
f (ri ) = i+
(2)
U +U
i

i

where Ui+ is the number of positive examples in the pruning set overed by pruned rule ri and Ui is the
number of negative examples overed. The pruned rule with the maximum value for f (ri) is kept and that
rule is added to the rule set for the ategory.
C-KANT allows the option of optimizing the basi IREP algorithm by using modi ations from Cohen's
RIPPER.5, 16 Experiments showed that these modi ations tended to improve performan e and these were
used for the experiments reported here.
There are two main hanges to the IREP algorithm in RIPPER. The rst on erns the stopping riterion
for learning a rule set. The se ond modi ation is the addition of multiple optimizing runs whi h attempt
to repla e rules in a learned rule set with more e e tive rules. Both modi ations make extensive use of the
Minimum Des ription Length (MDL) measure.
The MDL measure is based on the ommuni ation model of information typi al of information theory.
In general it is a measure of the length of a theory T and the data D on whi h T is based. The des ription
length of T is the ost of a message en oding T , the theory ost, and the ost of en oding D given T is true.

The rst ost represents the omplexity of the theory and the se ond the extent to whi h the theory fails to
a ount for the data.17
The philosophi al justi ation for MDL omes from O kham's razor, whi h laims that the simpler a
theory the better. The MDL prin iple states that the theory with the shortest des ription length is the
better theory. RIPPER uses the des ription length measure in three ways. First, it provides a heuristi
for stopping the rule-building loop in IREP. De iding when to stop the IREP y le is more an art than a
s ien e. For C-KANT, the rule-building y le terminates if either (1) all of the positive examples have been
overed, or if (2) all the negative examples have been overed, or if (3) no progress has been made, that is,
no rule was found in a given y le that overed any new positive examples, or (4) if the MDL of the urrent
rule set and its examples are more than 64 bits longer than the smallest set so far. Cohen found that 64 bits
was optimal.5
The se ond use of MDL is in the ompression of rules. Ea h rule in a rule set is examined beginning
with the last rule added. Any rule whi h in reases the des ription length is deleted thus \ ompressing" the
rule set. The third use of the des ription length measure is in additional optimizing steps. After IREP
nishes onstru ting a rule set, the rule set is optimized to redu e the size of the set and hopefully in rease
its a ura y. Ea h rule r in the rule set, in the order it was added, is ompared with two alternative rules,
a repla ement rule r0 and a revision rule r00. The repla ement rule,r0, is reated by growing and pruning a
new rule. Pruning is governed by the goal of minimizing error (de ned by equation 2) over the entire rule
set by omparing the rule set with r to the rule set with r0 in pla e of r. On the other hand, the revision of
r, r00 , is grown by greedily adding terms to r instead of the empty rule. Finally r is repla ed by one of the
three r, r0, r00 depending on whi h has the shortest des ription length after ompression.5
After optimization the rule set may end up overing fewer examples. For this reason IREP is alled again
on the un overed examples. Cohen determined after experimentation that running the optimization step
twi e was optimal.5
4. EVALUATING TEXT CATEGORIZATION

Automati text ategorizers are measured in terms of their \e e tiveness." E e tiveness is typi ally de ned
using the ontingen y table model. In this model, it is assumed that ea h do ument in a olle tion has been
assigned at least one ategory by an expert and that the expert's de ision is orre t.
Given an expert's judgment as to the orre t ategory i for a do ument dj , and an automati ategorizer's
guess as to whi h ategory do ument dj belongs, there are four possibilities. The expert and ategorizer an
both agree that dj is in i, a result alled a true positive. The expert an laim that dj belongs to i but the
ategorizer disagrees, whi h is a false negative result. Or, the ategorizer may on lude that dj belongs in
i but the expert says it does not, whi h is a false positive. Finally both the expert and the ategorizer an
agree that dj does not belong in i, a true negative.
For a given ategory i the number of de isions for ea h of these four types is ounted. Let T P stand
for the number of true positives ounted for i, F P the false positives, F N the false negatives and T N the
number of true negatives. These numbers an now be represented by a ontingen y table :
Expert's Judgment

Categorizer's
Guess

dj
dj

2
62

i
i

dj 2 i
TP
FN
TP + FN

dj 62 i
FP
TN
FP + TN

TP + FP
FN + TN
N

Two important measures borrowed from information retrieval, re all and pre ision l,18, 19 an be de ned
in terms of the entries and marginal values of the ontingen y table above:
re all = T P=(T P + F N )
(3)
pre ision = T P=(T P + F P )
(4)

The re all measure is the ratio of the do uments orre tly ategorized over all the do uments the expert
thought should be in the ategory. Pre ision is the ratio of the do uments orre tly ategorized over all the
do uments the ategorizer in fa t pla ed in the ategory. Both values are real numbers from 0 to 1.
To use pre ision and re all to evaluate a set of lassi ations, the individual pre isions and re alls are
averaged. Although there are at least two ways of omputing these averages, the one usually preferred by
resear hers is mi roaveraging :
Pn
Pn (Ti=1P T+PFi P )
i
i
i=1
Pn T P
mi roaverage re all = Pn i=1 i
(T P + F N )

mi roaverage pre ision =

(5)

(6)
where subs ripts indi ate that T Pi, F Pi, et ., are measures for the ith ategory and n the total number of
ategories.1, 19
For many automati text ategorization systems it is possible to de ne and use the breakeven point of the
pre ision and re all urves as the measure of e e tiveness. Rule-based ategorizers do not typi ally return a
on den e value. Instead they make a boolean de ision that a do ument belongs to a ategory or not. Su h
ategorizers pla e a do ument in a ategory or not depending on whether the ante edent of the relevant rule
is satis ed by the do ument's attributes. For this reason, another value alled the F fun tion is used to
de ne e e tiveness in rule-based systems. For 0   1,
( 2 + 1)  P  R ;
(7)
F =
2P +R
where P and R are averages of pre ision and re all. is typi ally set to 1 be ause Moulinier and Yang have
shown that the breakeven point of a given ategorizer is always less than or equal to F1.8, 20
i=1

i

i

5. THE TEST COLLECTION

The test olle tion used in this study is a subset of a large olle tion of do uments donated to the Information
S ien e Resear h Institute (ISRI) by the Department of Energy (DOE). Sin e many of the do uments were
originally hard opy, they had to be onverted to an ele troni form using s anning and Opti al Chara ter
Re ognition (OCR) te hnology. ISRI developed a representative sample of approximately 2,600 OCR do uments (140,000 pages) alled the Li ensing Support Network (LSN) Prototype to study the properties of
OCR text in information retrieval and text ategorization.21
Do uments in the LSN on ern topi s asso iated with nu lear waste management. A subset of the LSN
do uments were manually separated by human experts with training in geology and biology into ategories
de ned by the Nu lear Regulatory Commission.22 This subset, alled Big-DOE, onsists of 1619 do uments
whi h were split into 1074 training and 545 testing do uments. Porter stemming as well as stop-word removal
were applied to the do uments.
6. ADDING THESAURI TERMS TO RULES

One approa h used in information retrieval to a hieve better results is to enhan e the indexing or querying
of a large do ument olle tion by adding terms from thesauri reated for these tasks.11, 23 Su h a thesaurus
was reated by professional thesaurus builders for the LSN database.21, 24
There are three basi inter-term relationships used in thesauri: equivalen e, hierar hi al, and asso iative.23 Equivalent terms in lude synonyms, abbreviations, and spe ially oded terms. For example, in the
LSN thesaurus, US DOD is related in this way to Department of Defense. Usually, one term in this relation
is a preferred usage and the other non-preferred. In the LSN thesaurus, Department of Defense is preferred
to the abbreviation US DOD. The preferred term is pre xed by USE and the non-preferred by UF.

Query Expansion: Mi roaverage Changes

Re all Pre ision F1  Re all  Pre ision  F1
def 0.941 0.564 0.706
BT1 0.949 0.557 0.702 + 0.005
0.007
0.004
BT3 0.941 0.541 0.687 + 0.000
0.016
0.019
NT1 0.938 0.557 0.699
0.003
0.007
0.007
NT3 0.932 0.564 0.703
0.009 + 0.000
0.003
RT1 0.936 0.535 0.681
0.005
0.029
0.025
RT3 0.949 0.542 0.690 + 0.005
0.022
0.016
UF1 0.954 0.556 0.702 + 0.013
0.008
0.004
UF3 0.951 0.554 0.701 + 0.010
0.010
0.001
UN1 0.940 0.552 0.696
0.001
0.012
0.010
def = default (no expansion)
BTn = nth level BT thesaurus; NTn = nth level NT thesaurus
RTn = nth level NT thesaurus; UFn = nth level UF thesaurus
UNn = nth level BTn + NTn + RTn + UFn
Figure 2.
F1
Changes in Re all, Pre ision, and

over Big-DOE using Query Expansion

The se ond type of inter-term relationship is the hierar hi al. Hierar hi al terms are related with respe t
to levels of superordination and subordination. The superordinate term will be pre xed with BT for \broader
than." So, the term Metamorphi Ro ks will be pre xed with BT in relation to the subordinate Amphibolites.
The pre x NT appears before subordinate terms.
The third type is the asso iative relationship. This group is reserved for terms whi h have some kind of
on eptual relationship but that relationship annot be hara terized by either of the previous two. Terms
whi h are asso iatively related are marked by the abbreviation RT for \related to." In the LSN thesaurus,
the phrase Metamorphi Ro ks is related to Basement Ro k in this way.
The LSN thesaurus was broken into four thesauri: the BT thesaurus, NT thesaurus, RT thesaurus, and
the UF thesaurus. The rst onsists of all terms whi h have the hierar hi al \broader than" relationship,
and the se ond, the terms with the \narrower than" hierar hi al relationship. The third ontains \related
to," that is, asso iatively related, terms, whi h are neither synonyms nor hierar hi ally related. The UF
thesaurus ontains synonyms in the \use for" relationship.
7. QUERY EXPANSION

We applied two approa hes for using thesaurus terms. The rst follows the model of query expansion from
information retrieval.10,11 In this \query expansion" approa h, thesaurus terms were added to both training
do uments and testing do uments using the same thesaurus for ea h. After expanding the do uments, the
rule learning algorithm was applied. Sin e the set of terms representing a do ument hanged as various
thesauri were applied, di erent rules were learned.
We wondered in parti ular if hierar hi ally related terms might not aid the ategorizer by helping the
do uments to luster. For example, suppose one do ument ontains the term amphibians and another birds.
C-KANT will add vertebrates to both do uments when using the BT thesaurus. If originally the do uments
had nothing ommon, now they would both ontain the term vertebrates thus perhaps giving the rule-learning
algorithm reason to think that the two do uments were related.
Be ause terms are added to do uments, there an be levels to this addition. For example, if animals
appears in a do ument, then the NT thesaurus would add vertebrates. If onsulted again, NT will now add
all NT-related terms for vertebrates, su h as amphibians, birds, et . On e these terms are added, all the
NT-related terms of those terms will be added as well.

Junker Expansion: Mi roaverage Changes

Re all Pre ision F1  Re all  Pre ision  F1
def 0.941 0.564 0.706
BT1 0.943 0.563 0.705 + 0.002
0.001
0.001
NT1 0.945 0.560 0.703 + 0.004
0.004
0.003
RT1 0.945 0.560 0.703 + 0.004
0.004
0.003
UF1 0.943 0.564 0.706 + 0.002 + 0.000 + 0.000
UN1 0.943 0.565 0.707 + 0.002 + 0.001 + 0.001
def = default (no expansion)
BTn = nth level BT thesaurus; NTn = nth level NT thesaurus
RTn = nth level NT thesaurus; UFn = nth level UF thesaurus
UNn = nth level BTn + NTn + RTn + UFn
Figure 3.
F1
Changes in Re all, Pre ision, and

over Big-DOE using Junker Expansion

C-KANT is able to train using a user-spe i ed number of levels. In the following we will generally
distinguish tests with respe t to the number of levels onsulted in the thesaurus. So, for example, BT2 will
mean that 2 levels of BT terms were added to the do uments.
Figure 2 lists the mi roaveraged hanges in pre ision, re all, and the F1 measure for various types of
thesaurus expansions using the query expansion approa h. In parti ular it ompares a default test on the
Big-DOE test olle tion with tests using expansions at one and three levels of the BT, NT, RT, and UF
Thesauri. In addition to expanding the texts using ea h of the four thesauri alone, one test was run using
one level of all four, alled UN1.10 In all tests, terms were stemmed and stop-words were removed.
Although there were modest gains in re all for some of the query expansion tests, these gains were
balan ed with a loss in pre ision. The hange in the F1 measure over the tests, shown in the F1 olumn of
gure 2, is for the worse in ea h ase where thesaurus terms were added. We annot on lude, however, that
the query expansion approa h worsens the out ome. An analysis of varian e (ANOVA) test over the results
for ea h ategory revealed that the hange in F1 was not signi ant. Thus, the query expansion approa h
did not signi antly worsen the ategorizer, but neither did it improve it.
8. JUNKER RULE EXPANSION

In the Junker expansion, do uments were not expanded. As a rule is onstru ted, however, if a term is found
whi h appears in a thesaurus, it is repla ed by a related term in a andidate rule. If C-KANT determined
that a new rule was better in the sense that the rule had a higher information gain as de ned by equation 1,
the new rule repla ed the original andidate.
The motivation of this approa h is similar to that of query expansion. Junker and Abe ker hoped for
two bene ts from a thesaurus. First, that the thesaurus might help luster several rare features, as birds and
amphibians might luster to vertebrates in our earlier example. Se ond, they hoped that features outside of
the training set might aid ategorization.2
Consistent with Junker's work, thesaurus terms were very rarely sele ted as parts of rules. Hen e the
rule building algorithm very seldom determined that a given thesaurus term provided a better rule than its
repla ement term. Despite a modest gain in the UN1 test ( gure 3), the results for the Junker expansion
again were not signi antly better than the default, as measured by an ANOVA test. The results were
not signi antly worse, either, indi ating that neither approa h signi antly hanged the e e tiveness of the
ategorizer.

9. CONCLUSION

The results of the tests reported here suggest that even a thesaurus whi h is onstru ted for a spe i
olle tion will not aid a rule-based ategorizer for OCR texts. The query expansion te hnique used here may
have su umbed to the one of the general problems of query expansion. Just as adding terms to a query
in information retrieval an in rease irrelevant retrievals and lower pre ision, so the added terms may have
blurred the boundaries between ategories and made these boundaries more diÆ ult to indu e.
There are several avenues for further resear h on this topi . One reason the Junker approa h very seldom
added knowledge to the rules was that when a thesaurus term was added to a rule it weakened the rule's
information gain as ompared to the unaltered rule. This is be ause the thesaurus term probably appeared
few times if at all in do uments in the training set. Perhaps thesaurus altered rules should be added along
with the original rule and not be held to as high a standard as information gain.
In addition, as mentioned earlier, C-KANT made use of ommon dimensionality redu tion te hniques su h
as stemming and stop word removal. However, Taghva has re ommended that more extensive redu tionality
te hniques should be applied when ategorizing OCR text.3 Those results were derived from tests using the
statisti al ategorizer BOW.25 It would be interesting to know if rule-based ategorizers would also perform
better with more aggressive dimensionality redu tion.
Finally a more ambitious approa h to rule-building may have better results for text ategorization as well.
CLIPS allows for a mu h more sophisti ated representation of do uments using its frame stru ture.12 In
our study, do uments were only represented as a \bag of terms" o urring in the \body" of the do uments.
Some studies have in orporated the relative position of terms into rules, but with little improvement in
performan e.26 Perhaps des ribing a do ument in a more omplex fashion using information from the OCR
pro ess itself ould lead to a better ategorizer.
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